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ABSTRACT
In this study, the researcher investigated if the Runge-Kutta
of order 4 method (RK4) is as accurate as the Backward Differ
ence Formula of order 4 (BDF4) in solving a 1st order non-linear
Ordinary Differential Equation? Two 1st order non-linear ODE
were tested to analyse this problem. The RK4 proved to be more
accurate than the BDF4 because the RK4 can generate it’s values
without depending on the Analytic method and it showed very
slight deviation from the Analytic method when it was rounded
off to 9 decimal places, otherwise it was equal to the Analytic
method when rounded off to 7 decimal places in equation 1 and 6
decimal places in equation 2. It shows very slight deviation from
the Analytic method while the BDF4, despite it’s using starting
values from the Analytic method showed large deviation from the
Analytic method even when applied to the two tested problems.
Even then, BDF4 is more prefered than the RK4 in solving stiff
problems because it is A-Stable and converges easily.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Background

The nature of problems commonly occurring in different fields
such as engineering, marketing and medical are modeled using
differential equations that require either analytical or numerical
solutions for better interpretation or understanding of such prob
lems.
Analytical solutions are very accurate and efficient. In many
instances however, most of the mathematical models, i.e., ordi
nary differential equations (ODEs) lack analytical solutions. In
these cases Numerical Analysis helps us to derive forms of ap
proximations to the solution of such problems, which practically
suffices in fields such as engineering see [11, 17].
Slightly over One Hundred years ago, in 1895, Carl Runge pub
lished the first Runge-Kutta method, which extended the approx
imation method of Euler to a more robust scheme of greater accu
racy. Euler’s idea followed a Riemann step-wise approach where
a solution within each step is related to a constant rate of change
determined at the beginning of each step. The idea of Runge was
not based on this unsymmetrical and relatively inaccurate Rie
mann rule, but on such improved formulas as the midpoint and
trapezoidal rules. In 1905, Martin Kutta described the popular
fourth-order Runge-Kutta method inorder to increase accuracy
and efficiency.
On the other hand, there are other numerical methods that
also extend the Euler idea to approximate the rate of change
of a function basing on previously computed values. Such meth
ods include the linear multi-step backward differentiation formula
(BDF). With this formula each subsequent iteration corresponds
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to a higher order BDF.
There exist the RK1, RK2, RK3 and BDF1, BDF2, BDF3.
But in this study, emphasis was made on the RK4, and BDF4,
inorder to acquire better accuracies, because it is known that
the higher the order of any numerical method, the better the
accuracy.
Generally, higher order methods compared to lower order meth
ods, produce more accurate approximations of ODE solutions at
lower computational costs. Additionally, the working of RK and
BDFs methods are different, in this context, it is appropriate to
carry out a comparative analysis of the accuracy of results from
both methods at some high order.
1.2

Research Question

Are the Backward Difference Formula of order 4 and Runge-Kutta
of order 4 method equally acccurate in solving a 1st order non
linear Ordinary Differential Equation?
1.3
1.3.1

Objectives
Main objective

To compare and contrast the accuracies of a Backward Difference
Formula (BDF) of order 4 and Runge Kutta of order 4
1.3.2

Specific objectives

(i) to analyse the accuracy of a Runge Kutta of order 4.
(ii) to analyse the accuracy of a BDF of order 4.
(iii) To compare and contrast the accuracies of the solutions of
BDF of order 4 and Runge-Kutta of order 4.

2

1.4

Siginificance of the study

As science and engineering becomes more and more sophisticated,
there is an increasing need for practitioners to develop skills using
numerical analysis which is a branch in mathematics.
The study highlights issues regarding solving ODEs that maybe
useful to researchers, students and professions that apply numer
ical analysis in their field of interest.
Numerical analysis, despite it’s being time-consuming and stress
ful, can be used to solve problems that cannot be solved analyt
ically. Thereby deriving some form of accuracies to the solution
of such problems. This study can help in clarifying accuracy of
BDF and Runge-Kutta methods.

3

2
2.1

Literature Review
Ordinary Differential Equations

An ODE is a differential equation containing a function or func
tions of one independent variable and its derivatives.
There are two types of ordinary differential equations, namely,
linear and non-linear. Linear equations are equations in which the
variable in an equation appears only with a power of one. For
example x” + x = 0, x” + 2x’ + x = 0 and so on. But this study
deals with non-linear equations, which are complicated equations
to solve i.e they can not be solved exactly and are the subject of
much on-going research. For example, x”+sin(x) = 0, x’+x2 = 0
and so on.
In Mathematics, a stiff equation is a differential equation for
which certain numerical methods for solving the equation are nu
merically unstable, unless the stepsize is taken to be extremely
small see [12, 13, 14].
The Phenomenon of Stiffness is not precisely defined in the
literature. An attempt at describing a Stiff problem is: A problem
is Stiff if explicit methods don’t work, or work only extremely
slowly as in [21].
In this dissertation, the first order nonlinear differential equa
tion is considered.
dy
=

f(x,y);

y(xo)

=

Yo

a<x<b

as the test problem. This equation can be nonlinear or even a
system of nonlinear equations (in which cases y is a vector and f
is a vector of n different functions).
2.2

Ways of solving differential equations

The solutions of first order differential equations are premised on
two known tools, namely, the Fundamental Theorem of Calcu
lus (FTC) and the Fundamental Theorem of Numerical Analysis
(FTN); FTC is a theoretical tool whereas FTN is experimentally
applied.
The Fundamental Theorem of Calculus relates differentiation
and integration of functions, showing that these two operations
are essentially inverses of one another. In this study numerical
integration methods as means of solving a nonlinear ODE are
applied.
The theorem is usually stated in two parts, where the first
part deals with the derivative of an antiderivative, while the sec
ond part deals with the relationship between antiderivatives and
definite integrals as iii [6, 22].
The first part asserts that if f is a continuous function and a is
a number in the domain of f and we define the function g by

g(x)=

ff(t)dt

then

g’(x)=f(x)
In order words,

f(t) dt)
5

=

f(x)

On the other hand, the second part asserts that 1ff is continu
ous function and F is an antiderivative of f on the interval [a,b],
then

f

b

f(t) dt

=

F(b)

-

The Fundamental Theorem of Numerical Analysis states that
for a numerical method, Consistency plus Stability implies Con
vergence see [1, 19].
2.2.1

Numerical methods

Numerical methods for ordinary differential equations approxi
mate solutions to initial value problems of the form

dy
~=f(x,y)
where
=

The result is approximations for the value of y(x) at discrete
times x~:
yn ~

Y(Xn)

where
Xn

=

Xo + nh

for m=O,1,...N+1

6

2.2.2

Types of Numerical Methods

Numerical analysis is not only the design of numerical methods,
but also their analysis. Three central concepts in this analysis
are:
*convergence: whether the method approximates the solution,
*Order: how well it approximates the solution, and
*Stability: whether errors are damped out see [t2].
Numerical methods fall into two major categories namely the
Single-Step methods and the Multi-Step methods.
Single-Step methods include the Taylor’s series method, Euler’s
method, Runge-Kutta method and they refer to only one previous
point and its derivative to determine the current value. Although
methods such as Runge-Kutta take some intermediate steps (for
example, a half-step) to obtain a higher order method, they still
discard all previous information before taking a second step.
Multi-Step methods include the Adams-Bashforth method, AdamsMoulton method, Backward Difference Formula. These methods
attempt to gain efficiency by keeping and using the information
from previous steps rather than discarding it. Consequently, mul
tistep method refer to several previous points and derivative val
ues.
One major problem with the multi-step is the question of how
to start the process off. The usual method is to use a onestep method of at least the same order as the desired multi-step
method to generate the initial values or to solve the problem an
alytically to get the initial values necessary to get the process

7

started,
For some differential equations, application of standard methodssuch as the Euler method, explicit Runge-Kutta method, or mul
tistep methods (e.g. Adams-Bashforth methods) exhibit insta
bilty in the solutions, though other methods may produce sta
ble solutions, This “difficult behaviour” in the equation (which
may not necessarily be complex itself) is described as stiffness (as
mentioned under 1.5.5), and is often caused by the presence of
different time scales in the underlying problem. For example, a
collision in a mechanical system like in an impact oscillator typ
ically occurs at much smaller time scale than the time for the
motion of objects; this discrepancy makes for very “sharp turns”
in the curves of the state parameters.
-

The consistence of a numerical method is important because it
analyses the order of accuracy inorder to ensure convergence.
A related concept is the global (truncation) error, the error sus
tained in all the steps one needs to reach a fixed time t. Explicitly,
the global error at time t is YN y(t) where N = (t t0)/h. The
global error of a pth order one-step method is O(hP); in particular,
such a method is convergent. This statement is not necessarily
true for multi-step methods.
—

8

—

3

Preliminaries: Consistency, Convergence and Stabil
ity of BDF, RK

3.0.3

Explicit and Implicit methods

Explicit methods means a new value Yn+1 is defined in terms of
already known values like yn. While Implicit Methods means
we have to solve an equation to find Yn+1. It costs more time
to solve equations using Implicit methods than explicit methods.
This cost must be taken into consideration when one selects the
method to use see [2, 12, 13].
3.0.4

Local truncation error

Local truncation error is defined to be the difference between the
result Yn+s of the method, assuming that all the previous values
Yn+s—1,” ,Yri
time ~ as

are exact, and the exact solution of the equation at
in [12, 13].

The local (truncation) error of the method is the error commit
ted by one step of the method. That is, it is the difference between
the result given by the method, assuming that no error was made
in earlier steps, and the exact solution see [2, 12, 13, 14, 15]:
=

3.0.5

~(xn+k;yn,yn+1, ...,yn+k_1;h)

Order

The method has order p if
,çh

—

Vfl+k

—

~J1\IL~

as h ~ 0 [2, 12, 13, 14, 15]:
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—

Ym+k

3.0.6

Consistency

Consistency is a connection between the problem and the numer
ical method. A numerical method is said to be consistent with
an IVP if the error commuted by the numerical algorithm over
a single time step is small. Where single time step refers to step
size. Consistency is a local property and hence easy to verify
using a local truncation error. That is
The method is consistent see [12] if
limóh
h~O

—o

fl+

A one-step difference equation with local truncation error
is said to be consistent if
lim max

=

h—*O 1<i<N

0

A multi-step method is consistent if the local truncation error
goes to zero faster than the step size h see [12, 13, 15]. Therefore
an m-step multi-step is consistent if lim,~~0 r1(h) = 0, for all
i = m, m+1,
N and limh~o c~~—y(t~)~ = 0, for all i =
1. Where,
...,

r~(h) is the local truncation error
c~ is the initial value
y(t~) is the exact solution [4, 24].
3.0.7

Stability

A Numerical method must be stable to converge. This means
A Linear multi-step method is zero-stable for a certain differ
ential equation on a given time interval, if a perturbation in the
starting values of size E causes the numerical solution over that
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time interval to change by no more than K6 for some value of K
which does not depend on the step size h.
This is called “zero-stability” because it is enough to check the
condition for the differential equation y’ = 0 [23].
Now suppose that a consistent linear multistep method is ap
plied to a sufficiently smooth differential equation and that the
starting values Y1,~~~,Y5—1 all converge to the initial value Yo as
Ii —* 0. Then, the numerical solution converges to the exact so
lution as h —÷ 0 if and only if the method is zero-stable. This
result is known as the Dahlquist Equivalence Theorem, named
after Germund Dahiquist as in [2, 7, 8, 23].
The stability of a multi-step method with respect to roundoff error is dictated by magnitudes of zeros of the characteristic
polynomial. If ?~j~ > 1 for any of ~ ~3,
A~1, the round-off
error grows exponentially as in [24].
••.,

Definition of stability of multi-step method.
(1) Methods that satisfy the root condition and have ~\ = 1 as
the only root of the characteristic equation with magnitude one
are called strongly stable.
(2) Methods that satisfy the root condition and have more than
one distinct roots with magnitude one are called weakly stable
(relatively stable).
(3) Methods that do not satisfy the root condition are called
unstable see [24].
3.0.8

Characteristic Polynomials

Let A be a square matrix (n x n). The characteristic polynomial
of A is the determinant of the n x n matrix )~l~
A, This is a
—
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polynomial of degree n in )~ see [18].
The following are characteristic polynomials or generating poly
nomials as in [9].
p(w)

= ~

a~w~

u(w)

= ~

bmW~

771=0

where
* p and ci are the two consistency conditions above correspond
ing to
p(l)

=

0 and p’(l)

=

am and bm are the coefficients.

*

Note that different choices of the coefficients am and bm yield
different numerical methods.
*

w is the root.

For example, if the characteristic equation has w = 1, then
w = 1 is the only root of modulus 1, which makes the method
strongly stable.
3.0.9

Root Condition

A (complex) polynomial p obeys the root condition if
* all its zeros, i.e., all z such that p(z) = 0, lie in the unit disk,
i.e., z~ ≤ 1, and
* all zeros on the unit circle are simple, i.e., if z~

=

1 then

p’(z) ~ 0 [9].
3.0.10

Convergence

A numerical method is said to converge to a solution if the dis
tance between the numerical solution and the exact solution goes
12

to zero as the method parameter approaches some limit. Con
vergence is the desired property of a numerical method. That
is
A one-step equation is said to be convergent if
lim max

=

—

h—*O 1≤i≤N

0

where y(t~) is the exact solution
and w~ is the approximate solution as in [24].
A multi-step method is convergent if and only if it is consistent
and the polynomial p obeys the root condition [9].
3.1

Backward Difference Formula (BDF)

Backward Difference Formula (BDF) A BDF is used to solve the
initial value problem:
y’(x)

=

f(x,y(x))

where
Y(Xo)

=

Yo

The general formula for a BDF can be written as

=

h~f(x7~+~, yn+s)

where h denotes the step size and x~ = x0 + n/i. The coef
ficients ak and /~ are chosen so that the method achieves order
s, which is the maximum possible. BDF methods are implicit
and as such, require the solution of nonlinear equations at each
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step. Typically modified Newton’s method is used to solve these
nonlinear equations.
The Backward Difference Formulas (BDF) were proposed by
Celaya, E.A., Anza, J.J. and Gear, W.C. as in [5, 10]. They are
linear multi-step methods useful to solve ODEs of order 1, such
as equation 1. Since they were introduced, the Backward Differ
ence Formula have been widely used due to their good stability
properties for solving stiff problems.
The BDfs, the BDF1 and BDF2 are unconditionally stable.
The stability properties of the BDFs and their error constants can
be calculated following the formula given as in [2, 5, 10, 12]. The
A(a)-stability of the BDFs [5, 13, 20] and their error constants
can be seen in the Table below
Order
c~
C

1
90
-1/2

2
90
-1/3

3
86.03
-1/4

4
73.35
-1/5

5
51.84
-1/6

6
17.84
-1/7

Table 1: The Stability properties of BDFs

where
a shows the region of absolute stability contains large wedges
symmetric about the negative real axis in the left half plane. It
can be calculated from the formula given as in [2, 5, 10, 12].
C is the order condition in local truncation error. That is the
constants aj are chosen in order to verify the order condition,
that says the multistep method is of order p if the next condition
is satisfied see [2, 16]:

C~, for 1≤q≤pandC~+1 ~0
k

C0

=

i=0

14

k

C1

=

-

i=O

C1

=

k
i=O

q ≥ 2

-

While the other methods like Adams methods were constructed
so that they satisfy the root condition, this is no longer automat
ically true for the BDFs. In fact, we have that the characteristic
polynomial p for a BDF satisfies the root condition and the un
derlying BDF method is convergent if and only if 1 < s < 6 [9].
Methods with s> 6 are not zero-stable so they cannot be used.

BDF1 and BDF2 are consistent and convergent because they
obey the root condition, since all their zeros lie inside the unit
disk. They are A-stable, because their region of absolute stability
contains the entire left half-plane (all w6C such that Re(w) < 0).
While BDF3 and BDF4, apart from being consistent and con
vergent because they obey the root condition,since all their zeros
lie inside the unit disk. They are A(o~)-Stable, which means that
their region of absolute stability contains large wedges symmetric
about the negative real axis in the left half plane.

BD]F~~ are implicit in nature because they need several approx
imations to obtain the next approximations. For example if we
have obtained values for y(X~) say Yo, Yi
Then it is reason
able to have a formula that uses more than just y(X~) determine
In summary the properties of BDFs are shown in Table 2 [9].
BDFs are implicit methods which are suitable for solving Stiff
problems. It is convergent if and only if p ~ 6 and it is unstable
when p> 6. From Table 2, A(c~)-Stable means it is weaker than
A-Stable.
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I3DFs
BDF1
BDF2
BDF3
BDF4

LTD

Order
1
2
3
4

—~y~(i~)

Consistence
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent

Stability
A-Stable
A-Stable
A(a)-Stable
A(a)-Stable

Convergence
Convergent
Convergent
Convergent
Convergent

Table 2: The properties of BDFs

3.2

Runge-Kutta methods

This is a group of methods due to two German Mathematicians
Carl Runge and Martin Kutta. The most widely used of the
Runge-Kutta methods is the fourth order Runge-Kutta method.
It is widely used in solving differential equations. These are onestep methods, but they depend on estimates of the solution at
different points.
The formula of a Runge-Kutta of order 4 is
Yn+1

=y~+~[k1+2k2+2k3+k4]
=

hf(x~, y~)

k2

=

hf(x~+ ~h,y7~+ ~k1)

k3

=

hf(x~+ ~h,y~+ ~k2)

k4

=

hf(x~ +h,y~+k3)

Here Yn+i is the RK4 approximation of y(Xn+1), this next value
(Yn+i) is determined by the present value (y~) plus the weighted

average of four increments, where each increment is the product
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of the size of the interval, h, and an estimated slope specified by
function f on the right-hand side of the differential equation.
*

k1 is the increment based on the slope at the beginning of

the interval, using Yi [Euler’s method];
* k2 is the increment based on the slope at the midpoint of the
interval, using y + ~ki;
* k3 is again the increment based on the slope at the midpoint,
but now using y + ~k2;
* k4 is the increment based on the slope at the end of the
interval, using y + h/c3.
In averaging the four increments, greater weight is given to the
increments at the midpoint. 1ff is independent of y, so that the
differential equation is equivalent to a simple integral, then RK4
is Simpson’s rule.
The RK4 method is a fourth- order method, meaning that
the local truncation error is of the order 0(h5), while the total
accumulated error is order 0(h4).
The advantages of Runge-Kutta Methods are:
(1) It is a One-step method where the global error is of the
same order as local error.
(2) There is no need to know the derivatives of f.
(3) It is easy for Automatic Error Control.
The Runge-Kutta methods fall into two categories: The Ex
plicit and the Implicit methods. From the formula used in this
study, the RK4 is an explicit Runge-Kutta method. These meth
ods are convergent for p ~ 4, and they become unstable when
p > 4 see [3]. It is noted that they can never be A-Stable [13].
Additionally the relatively stability of these methods gets weaker
17

as the order increases. As for the Implicit Runge-Kutta method,
they are all A-Stable and are suitable for solving Stiff problems
see [121.
The advantage of implicit Runge-Kutta methods over explicit
ones is their greater stability, especially when applied to stiff equa
tions. All (implicit) Runge-Kutta are all A-Stable. And more
over, as the order increases the stability becomes better.
In summary the properties of Runge-kutta are shown in Table
3 as in [13].
RKs
RK1
RK2
RK3
RK4

LTE
0(h)2

0(h)3
O(1i)~
0(h)5

Order
p = 1
p = 2
p = 3
p = 4

Consistence
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent
Consistent

Stability
Stable
Stable
Weakly Stable
Weakly Stable

Table 3: The properties of Runge-Kutta
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Convergence
Convergent
Convergent
Convergent
Convergent

4

Numerical Experiments, Results and Discussions

In order to achieve the stated objectives, the following two test
problems were considered and solved.
dy
2
—+xy=xy
dx

with

y(o)

=

the analytic solution is given as

y(x)

1.
=

eT+1

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x~
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5

Analytic (Yn)
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750002
0.497187529
0.495000166
0.492188135
0.488751898
0.484692285
0.480010659
0.474709102
0.468790626

Table 4: Analytic solutions of equation 1
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(1)

0..
0.495
0.49
0.485
0.48
0.475
0.47

0~1

0.2
0.3
Number of time steps

0.4

Figure 1: The graph of Analytic solution of equation 1

and

dx

x

y

with
y(l)

=

2

the analytic solution is given as
/x~+7x
2

(2)

n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x~
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

Analytic (Un)
2.000000000
2.124970588
2.250333309
2.376657316
2.504396135
2.633913438
2.765501763
2.899396489
3.035786554
3.174822830
3.316624790

Table 5: Analytic solutions of equation 2

3
0

2.5

1.4
1.6
Number of time steps

Figure 2: The graph of Analytic solution of equation 2

The Runge-Kutta method and Backward Difference Formula
both of the same order will be used to perform numerical exper
iments and compare numerical results.

4.1
4.1.1

Results for Runge-Kutta method
Specific objective 1

The first objective was achieved by considering the Runge-Kutta
method of order four to test the problems in equation (1) and
equation (2) .They were further compared with the Analytic so
lution to extract errors.

In
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x~

0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5

Analytic (yn)
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750002
0.497187529
0.495000166
0.492188135
0.488751898
0.484692285
0.480010659
0.474709102
0.468790626

RK4 (y~)

0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750018
0.497187545
0.495000182
0.492188151
0.488751913
0.484692300
0.480010674
0.474709116
0.468790640

Error
0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.000000016
-0.000000016
-0.000000016
-0.000000016
-0.000000015
-0.000000015
-0.000000015
-0.000000014
-0.000000014

Table 6: Errors of RK4 solutions of equation 1
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0.485
0.48

0.5

Figure 3: The graph of the Analytic and RK4 solutions of equation 1

~i ~ Analytic
0
1
~
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

-

-

.0
.1
1.2
.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

(yn)

2.000000000
2.124970588
2.250333309
2.376657316
2.504396135
2.633913438
2.765501763
2.899396489
3.035786554
3.174822830
3.316624790

RK4 (yn)
2.000000000
2.124970633
2.250333384
2.376657412
2.504396245
2.633913559
2.765501892
2.899396625
3.035786695
3.174822975
3.316624939

Error
0.000000000
-0.000000045
-0.000000075
-0.000000096
-0.000000110
-0.000000121
-0.000000129
-0000000136
-0.000000141
-0.000000145
-0.000000149

Table 7: Errors of RK4 solutions of equation 2

3.5

-Q

3

g
E
2.5

2

1

1.4
1.6
Number of time steps

Figure 4: The graph of the Analytic and RK4 solutions of equation 2

4.2
4.2.1

Results for Backward Difference Formula method
Specific objective 2

The second objective was achieved by considering the BDF method
of order four to test the problems in equation (1) and equation
(2). They were further compared with the Analytic solution to
extract errors.
a
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

z~
0
0.05
0.1
0.15
02
0.25
0.3
0.35
04
0.45
0.5

Analytic (Yn)
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750002
0.497187529
0.495000166
0.492188135
0.488751898
0.484692285
0.480010659
0.474709102
0.468790626

BDF4 (y,~)
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750002
0.497187529
0.496200052
0.495991559
0.496125736
0.496239099
0.496248601
0.496214-495
0.496191779

Error
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.001199886
-0.003803424
-0.007373838
-0.011546814
-0.016237942
-0.021505393
-0.027401153

Table 8: Errors of BDF4 solutions of equation 1

0.5
Analytic
———BDF4

—

0.495
0.49

-~

0485
0.48
0.475
0.47
0.465

0

0_I

0.2
0.3
Number of time steps

0.4

Figure 5: The graph of the Analytic and BDF4 solutions of equation 1

n
0

f
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

W
10

x~

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

Analytic (y~)
2.000000000
2.124970588
2.250333309
2.376657316
2.504396135
2.633913438
2.765501763
2.899396489
3.035786554
3.174822830
3.316624790

BDF4 (y~)
2.000000000
2.124970588
2.250333309
2.376657316
2.533148666
2.724060724
2.939008322
3.170383156
3.417714222
3.68391 1219
3.971624778

Error
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.028752531
-0.090147286
-0.173506559
-0.270986667
-0.381927668
-0.509088389
-0.654999988

Table 9: Errors of BDF4 solutions of equation 2

0.5

=

.2

E

1.4
1.6
Number of time steps

Figure 6: The graph of the Analytic and BDF4 solutions of equation 2

4.3
4.3.1

Accuracies of BDF4 and RK4
Specific objective 3

The third objective was achieved by comparing and contrasting
the accuracies of the solutions of BDF of order 4 and Runge-Kutta
of order 4
n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x~

0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
04
045
0.5

Analytic (Un)
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750002
0.497187529
0.495000166
0.492188135
0.488751898
0.484692285
0.480010659
0.474709102
0.468790626

RK4 (y~)
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750018
0.497187545
0.495000182
0.492188151
0.488751913
0.484692300
0.480010674
0.474709116
0.468790640

Error RK4
0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.000000016
-0.000000016
-0.000000016
-0.000000016
-0.000000015
-0.000000015
-0.000000015
-0.000000014
-0.000000014

BDF4 (y,j
0.500000000
0.499687500
0.498750002
0.497187529
0.496200052
0.495991559
0.496125736
0.496239099
0.496248601
0.496214495
0.496191779

Table 10: Errors of RK4 and BDF4 of equation 1
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Error BDF4
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.001199886
-0.003803424
-0.007373838
-0.011546814
-0.016237942
-0.021505393
-0.027401153

where Error

=

Exact

-

Numerical

0.495

0.485
0.48

Figure 7: The graph of the Analytic, RK4 and BDF4 solutions of equation 1
n
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

x~

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

Analytic (yn)
2.000000000
2.124970588
2.250333309
2.376657316
2.504396135
2.633913438
2.765501763
2.899396489
3.035786554
3.174822830
3.316624790

RK4 (y,~)
2.000000000
2.124970633
2.250333384
2.376657412
2.504396245
2.633913559
2.765501892
2.899396625
3.035786695
3.174822975
3.316624939

Error
0.000000000
-0.000000045
-0.000000075
-0.000000096
-0.000000110
-0.000000121
-0.000000129
-0.000000136
-0.000000141
-0.000000145
-0.000000149

BDF4 (yb)
2.000000000
2.124970588
2.250333309
2.376657316
2.533148666
2.724060724
2.939008322
3.170383156
3.417714222
3.683911219
3.971624778

Table 11: Errors of RK4 and BDF4 of equation 2

Error
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
-0.028752531
-0.090147286
-0.173506559
-0.270986667
-0.381927668
-0.509088389
-0.654999988

3.8
3.6
3.4
0

3.2
3

a,
E

2.8
2.6
2.4
2.2
1.4

1.6

Number of time steps

Figure 8: The graph of the Analytic, RK4 and BDF4 solutions of equation 2

4.4

Discussions of results

4.4.1

Specific Objective one

In this study, the solution of two 1st order non-linear ODE were
chosen with their Analytical method. The graph of their resultant
equations were plotted see Figure 1 and 2. The purpose of this
activity was to provide the basis of discussion of the other two
methods regarding their accuracy.
The solutions of two 1st order non-linear ODE were computed
using the Runge-Kutta of order 4 method in comparison with
the Analytic method. Their graph of the resultant equation were
also plotted. The purpose was to generate values that were used
in investigating it’s accuracy, by analysing it’s deviations from
the analytic solutions see Table 6,7 and Figure 3,4. The RK4
method showed very slight deviation from the Analytical method
when it is rounded off to 9 decimal places, otherwise it was equal
to the Analytic method when rounded Off to 7 decimal places in
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equation 1 and 6 decimal places in equation 2.
4.4.2

Specific Objective two

The solutions of two 1st order non-linear ODE were computed us
ing the BDF of order 4 method in comparison with the Analytic
method. Their graph of the resultant equation were also plotted.
The purpose was to generate values that were used in investigat
ing it’s accuracy, by analysing it’s deviations from the analytic
solutions see Table 8,9 and Figure 5,6. The BDF4 method showed
large deviation from the Analytical method despite using the first
four starting values from the Analytic method.
4.4.3

Specific Objective three

The accuracies using BDF of order 4 method and the Runge
Kutta of order 4 method were compared and contrasted. The
RK4 proved to be more accurate than the BDF4 because the
RK4 can generate it’s values without depending on the Ana
lytic method (see Table 6 and 7) and it showed very slight de
viation from the Analytic method when it is rounded off to 9
decimal places, otherwise it was equal to the Analytic method
when rounded off to 7 decimal places in equation 1 (see Table 6
and Figure 3) and 6 decimal places in equation 2 (see Table 7 and
Figure 4), while the BDF4, despite it’s using starting values from
the Analytic method showed large deviation from the Analytic
method (see Figure 5 and 6) even when applied to the two tested
problems (see Table 8 and 9). The BDF4 has the disadvantage
of requiring starting values, since initially there was information
at one point only.
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5
5.1

Conclusions and Recommendation
Introduction

In this chapter, conclusions were made and recommendations as
well as areas for further research are outlined.
5.2

Conclusions

Two first order non-linear ODEs were chosen with their Analytic
method. They were further tested using the BDF4 and the RK4,
each in comparison with their analytic method and some results
were gotten. These results led to comparing the level of accuracy
between the BDF4 and RK4. The RK4 method showed very
slight deviation from the Exact method when it is rounded off
to 9 decimal places, otherwise it was equal to the Exact method
when rounded off to 7 decimal places in equation 1 (see Table
6 and Figure 3) and 6 decimal places in equation 2 (see Table
7 and Figure 4), unlike the BDF4 which showed large deviation
from the Analytic solution, even when applied to the two tested
problems.The RK4 showed more accuracy over BDF4 because it
had less errors as compared to the BDF4 despite the BDF4 using
the first four starting values from the Analytic method. But on
the other hand, the BDF4 is more prefered than the RK4 in
solving stiff problems because it is A-Stable and converges easily
see Table 2 and 3.
5.3

Recommendations

The Analytical method should be used with the numerical meth
ods in analysing the errors in solving 1st order non-linear Ordi
nary differential equations.
The RK4 method showed very slight deviation from the Ana
lytical method when it is rounded up to 9 decimal places, other
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wise it was equal to the Analytical method when rounded up to
6 or 7 decimal places. So RK4 is highly recommended for solving
1st order non-linear ordinary differential equation.
The BDF4 method showed much deviation from the Exact
solution, even with the two different problems used for testing.
Both the RK4 and the BDF4 were compared, and I accept
from the results that RK4 is more prefered in solving 1st order
non-linear ordinary differential equation because it has very slight
errors, and it is almost as accurate as the Analytic solution.
Numerical methods are time-consuming, and generally, BDF4
works better than the RK4 in solving stiff problems because it
is A-Stable and converges easily. Although it costs more time to
solve these equations, if only this cost is taken into consideration,
It will be recommendable to carry out investigations on how these
costs can be reduced.
Finally, I suggest to my colleagues, students and all academi
cians to continue to pursue this area more vigorously for more ex
pansion and advancement because Mathematics is an important
and interesting aspect of our Education and general technologi
cal advancements. One of the branches of Mathematics called the
Numerical Analysis is very important in understanding the the
ories underlying some particular areas of science and technology
being practiced. This study was just to compare the accuracies
of a BDF4 and RK4 in solving 1st order nonlinear Ordinary Dif
ferential Equations.
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6

Appendices

6.1
6.1.1

MATLAB codes
For plotting Figure 1

cl c
clear
xn = 0:0.05:0.5;
y
[0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750002 0.497187529
0.495000166 0.492188135 0.488751898 0.484692285
0 480010659 0 474709102 0.468790626]
plot (xn
y)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
.

.

,

6.1.2

For plotting Figure 2

dc
clear
xn = 1:0.1:2;
y = [2.000000000 2.124970588 2.250333309 2.376657316
2.504396135 2.633913438 2.765501763 2.899396489
3.035786554 3. 174822830 3.316624790]
plot (xn
y)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

6.1.3

For plotting Figure 3

dc
clear
xn = 0:0.05:0.5;
a = [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750002 0.497187529
0.495000166 0.492188135 0.488751898 0.484692285
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0.480010659 0 .474709102 0.468790626]
b = [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750018 0.497187545
0.495000182 0.492188151 0.488751913 0.484692300
0.480010674 0.474709116 0.468790640]
plot (xn
a, ‘b’)
hold on
plot (xn
b, ‘g——’)
hold on
grid on
legend (‘Analytic’, ‘RK_4’)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

,

6.1.4

For plotting Figure 4

dc
clear
xn = 1:0.1:2;
a = [2.000000000 2.124970588 2.250333309 2.376657316
2.504396135 2.633913438 2.765501763 2.899396489
3.035786554 3. 174822830 3.316624790]
b = [2.000000000 2.124970633 2.250333384 2.376657412
2.504396245 2.633913559 2.765501892 2.899396625
3.035786695 3. 174822975 3.316624939]
plot (xn
a, ‘b’)
hold on
plot (xn
b, ‘g——’)
hold on
grid on
legend (‘Analytic’, ‘RK_4’)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

,
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6.1.5

For plotting Figure 5

dc
clear
xn = 0:0.05:0.5;
a = [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750002 0.497187529
0.495000166 0.492188135 0.488751898 0.484692285
0.480010659 0.474709102 0.468790626]
b = [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750002 0.497187529
0.496200052 0.495991559 0.496125736 0.496239099
0.496248601 0.496214495 0.496191779]
plot (xn
a, ‘b’)
hold on
plot (xn
b, ‘r——’)
hold on
grid on
legend (‘Analytic’, ‘BDF_4’)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

,

6.1.6

For plotting Figure 6

dc
clear
xn = 1:0.1:2;
a = [2.000000000 2.124970588 2.250333309 2.376657316
2.504396135 2.633913438 2.765501763 2.899396489
3.035786554 3. 174822830 3.316624790]
b = [2.000000000 2.124970588 2.250333309 2.376657316
2.533148666 2.724060724 2.939008322 3.170383156
3.417714222 3.683911219 3.971624778]
plot (xn
a, ‘b’)
hold on
,
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plot (xn
b, ‘r——’)
hold on
grid on
legend (‘Analytic’, ‘BDF4’)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

6.1.7

For plotting Figure 7

dc
clear
xn = 0:0.05:0.5;
a = [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750002 0.497187529
0.495000166 0.492188135 0.488751898 0.484692285
0.480010659 0 .474709102 0.4687906261
b = [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750018 0.497187545
0.495000182 0.492188151 0.488751913 0.484692300
0.480010674 0.474709116 0.4687906401
c= [0.500000000 0.499687500 0.498750002 0.497187529
0.496200052 0.495991559 0.496125736 0.496239099
0.496248601 0.496214495 0 .496191779]
plot (xn
a, ‘b’)
hold on
plot (xn
b, ‘g——’)
hold on
plot (xn
c,
hold on
grid on
legend (‘Analytical’, ‘RK_4’ ‘BDF_4’)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

,

,

,
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6.1.8

For plotting Figure 8

dc
clear
xn
1:0.1:2;
a = [2.000000000 2.124970588 2.250333309 2.376657316
2.504396135 2.633913438 2.765501763 2.899396489
3. 035786554 3. 174822830 3.316624790]
b = [2.000000000 2.124970633 2.250333384 2.376657412
2.504396245 2.633913559 2.765501892 2.899396625
3.035786695 3. 174822975 3.316624939]
c = [2.000000000 2.124970588 2.250333309 2.376657316
2.533148666 2.724060724 2.939008322 3.170383156
3.417714222 3.683911219 3.971624778]
plot (xn
a, ‘b’)
hold on
plot (xn
b, Cg__))
hold on
plot (xii
c, ‘r——
hold on
grid on
legend (‘Analytical’, ‘RK4’ ‘BDF_4’)
xlabel (‘Number of time steps’)
ylabel (‘Numerical solution’)
,

,

,

,
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